Summit participant travel guidance
1-2 June 2022, Brussels

COVID-19 guidelines

You can find up to date information on COVID-19 guidelines in Brussels by using the following links:

- [Country colour-coding](#) for COVID travel
- [What to do](#) when you arrive in Belgium
- [Latest COVID measures](#) applying to Brussels
- [Passenger Locator Form](#) might be needed

Visas

To enter Belgium, you might need to apply for a Visa. WeProtect Global Alliance is unable to facilitate any Visa application. [Find out if you need to apply for a Visa](#).

Visiting Brussels

**Currency:** Euros

**Payment methods:** You can use Debit cards almost everywhere in Belgium (mostly Visa and MasterCard), but credit cards aren’t as widely accepted. Smaller retailers may not accept credit cards and/or charge 5% for using them.

**Tipping:** Tipping isn’t expected in bars, cafés or taxis in Brussels. In restaurants, you might round up the bill by a couple of euros to be polite, but service charges are already included.

**Plugs:** Belgium electricity operates on 230 volts, 50 Hz, using standard European two-pin round-prong plugs that fit into recessed wall sockets.

**Weather:** In Brussels, you’ll never regret stashing an umbrella in your bag before you go out. The weather, while never extreme, is changeable, and you can expect rain showers all year round.

**Language:** Though the city is predominantly French-speaking, you can get by fine in English.

The Venue

Palais d’Egmont, [Pl. du Petit Sablon 8, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium](#)

Transport

Brussels has an efficient [Metro](#). Popular taxi services serving the Belgian capital are Uber, Heetch and Taxi Vert.